
Political Sociology
Tutorial 6 | Cleavages

http://edition.cnn.com/2011/US/03/02/scotus.westboro.church/


https://jcolomer.blogspot.fr/2018/03/italy-back-to-proportionality-but.html


https://jcolomer.blogspot.fr/2017/01/whats-next-le-pen.html


https://doi.org/10.1111/1475-6765.12314


Research questions

● How to explain voting behaviour

○ Structural factors (e.g. geography)

○ Civic / Political culture (cf. socialization)

○ Individual rationality (e.g. economic voting)

● How to explain party systems

○ Cleavages (left—right and… new ones)

○ Electoral formulas (votes—seats translation)

○ Voting franchise (suffrage extension)



Further effects: partisanship and polarization

https://twitter.com/gelliottmorris/status/1372917787279175684/photo/1
https://twitter.com/gelliottmorris/status/1372917787279175684/photo/1


Reading 6





Lipset and Rokkan (1967)

● Political parties are “alliances in conflicts over policies 
and value commitments within the larger body politic”

[coalitions based on tensions in the political community]

● Expressive function: parties serve to cristallise conflicting 
interests by making them explicit

[turn latent conflicts into manifest ones]

● Instrumental function: parties force citizens to ally across 
structural cleavage lines and to set up priorities among 
their commitments [give them some structure]





Parsons’ social system theory (1968)

● Adaptation: economic resources that make it possible to 
adjust to an environment

● Goal Attainment: political resources that make it possible 
to formulate and reach goals

● Integration: normative resources that make it possible to 
maintain some coherence

● Latency: institutional resources that defend and diffuse 
some set of values



Lipset and Rokkan’s translation / 1

● Adaptation: interest-specific oppositions 
over the allocation of resources

● Integration: ideological oppositions 
over the allocation of power

● Goal Attainment: central conflicts 
set within the national established elite

● Latency: peripheral conflicts 
set within local and regional organizations



Lipset and Rokkan’s translation / 2

Four average tendencies (from ‘AGIL’ to ‘EPIL’)

● Economy resources

● Polity power

● Integration values

● Locality territory

… yielding four critical cleavages





Four cleavage lines / 1

Consequences of the (political) National Revolution
(in France and Britain)

● Centre v. Periphery — conflict between the central 
nation-building culture and distinct subject populations 
(created most notably by the Reformation)

● Nation-State v. Church — secular v. religious control of 
mass education (highly salient in France: Catholic Church)



Four cleavage lines / 2

Consequences of the (economic) Industrial Revolution

● Agrarian v. industrial commodities — conflict between 
(rural) landed interests v. rising class of (urban) industrial 
entrepreneurs

● Owners’ v. workers’ labour — national v. international 
commitment of wage-earning masses (Russian revolution)



Lipset and Rokkan 1963: 47



Caramani 2008: Table 13.1

https://global.oup.com/ukhe/product/comparative-politics-9780198737421?cc=fr&lang=en&


Caramani 2008: Table 13.1

https://global.oup.com/ukhe/product/comparative-politics-9780198737421?cc=fr&lang=en&


● What factors make class conflict endure?

How are individuals socialized to politics, and through 
which institutions? (what keeps cleavages ‘frozen’)

e.g. family, church, party organizations

● How stable are social cleavages?

When and why do cleavages ‘unfreeze’ to form new axes 
of political conflict? (new lines of divide)

e.g. environmentalism and ‘Green’ parties

Further questions / 1



● Can there be ‘new’ revolutions?

Inglehart, The Silent Revolution (1977)

● Are there new counter-revolutions?

Reactionary identity conflicts (Ignazi 1992)

● How to express current cleavages?

e.g. Libertarian / Authoritarian (Kitschelt 1995)

e.g. GAL / TAN (Green, Alternative, Libertarian v. 
Traditional, Authoritarian, Nationalism — i.e. populism?)

Further questions / 2



http://www.kai-arzheimer.com/paper/liberalismus-rechtsradikalismus-und-rechtspopulismus-deutschland-und-osterreich/


https://twitter.com/datamapio/status/858095467904737280


https://www.pippanorris.com/cultural-backlash


 QUESTIONS 



10 minute break

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAqBSyL4mBc


Presentation
workshop

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1741-3737.2005.00175.x/abstract


Presentation roadmap

Based on previous workshops

1. Topic — Why this topic? (relevance to this course, and 
possibly and more personally to yourselves)

2. Research question — What are you asking about it?
(the problem that your presentation will solve)

3. Literature review — What sources does your answer use?
(cite them in the slides, and list them at the end)

4. Argument and structure (what your answer to the problem 
consists of, and how you plan to present it)



When to cite your sources

● When you mention past studies of your topic

● When you mention theories relevant to your analysis

● When you want to indicate where things come from

○ Expressions and concepts (e.g. ‘Silent Revolution’)

○ Typologies (e.g. ‘extremist v. populist’)

○ Figures and tables (see next slides)

○ Non-trivial numbers (i.e. almost any statistic)

○ Anything non-trivial, really



● Citations and references

⇒ ESPOL guide on referencing

● Names and translations

⇒ Pay attention to spelling

● Numbers and quantitative sources

⇒ Pay attention to precision

● Figures and tables

⇒ Include sources

Providing evidence

https://frama.link/espol-guide-referencing


Citing and referencing in Harvard style

READ ME NOW

https://perma.cc/MJW2-7E8Z
https://perma.cc/MJW2-7E8Z
https://perma.cc/MJW2-7E8Z
https://perma.cc/MJW2-7E8Z


Figure 1. Monthly Market 
Capitalization of Major US banks.

Source: Reinke and Culpepper 
(2014), Figure 2.

If the figure has been altered

Source: adapted from Reinke and 
Culpepper (2014), Figure 2.

If the figure is original work

Source: author’s calculations.

Reprinting figures and tables

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0032329214547342
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0032329214547342


Mayer 2010: 102



Clark, Lipset and Rempel 1993: 312



Next session
Read Schwartz and 
Lawson 2005



♯ Tracklist for Tutorial 6

● L’infanterie sauvage, “Kriegspiel Station” (1984)

Tu as 18 ans et l’étau se resserre
Tu es un héros de la classe ouvrière

● Motörhead, “Eat The Rich” (1987)

Come on baby, eat the rich
Put the bite on the son of a b!tch

● Rage Against the Machine, “Killing in the Name” (1992)

Some of those that work forces,
Are the same that burn crosses

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TN9v3C715kw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LZxelSc62Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWXazVhlyxQ

